As the University of Houston begins redefining itself under the dynamic leadership of President Renu Khator, one thing is certain—the Cullen College of Engineering will play a crucial role in expanding the academic and research enterprise at UH as it aspires to become a top tier research institution. And, it is with great pleasure that I have the opportunity to be involved in this major endeavor as your new dean of engineering.

In spite of the university’s research cluster initiative, the college has developed four core areas of focus: energy, biomedical engineering, nanomaterials and complex systems. These are significant areas of national interest and societal need, and are critical to the infrastructure throughout the Greater Houston region. Our research expertise in these areas is strong and our location affords us an incredible opportunity to have a direct impact on matters of global importance, such as the future of energy and medicine.

In the coming months, we will be redeveloping and reorganizing the college’s strategic plan, which will include major campaigns to expand the number of faculty and increase the college’s annual research expenditures. We anticipate unprecedented growth in our academic and research programs over the next five years in an effort to become more competitive with some of the leading programs in the country. We will also be making an aggressive push to recruit more undergraduate and graduate students, both nationally and internationally. Encouraging more students to pursue degrees in engineering, particularly advanced degrees, is critical if our nation is to remain technologically competitive in the global economy.

In this issue of Parameters, we share some of the stories of our Ph.D. graduates, their motivations for pursuing their doctoral degrees and how they are using that degree to impact the world. Many of these individuals are actively advancing research in the areas of energy, space exploration and the environment, while others are leaders in education and in the community. We are very proud of all of their accomplishments and would like to hear more success stories from our alumni community.

We are looking forward to working with you—our alumni and friends—as well as the Greater Houston community, to provide a strong, competitive engineering program to serve the needs of this rapidly-developing regional workforce. Your support will be essential as we prepare to take this major step forward—a defining moment in the history of our college.

Thank you for your support and enthusiasm for the UH Cullen College of Engineering.

Sincerely,

Joseph W. Tedesco, Ph.D., PE
Elisabeth D. Rockwell Endowed Chair and Dean
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The Diesel Vehicle Research and Testing Facility at the University of Houston Cullen College of Engineering has won an $8.8 million state grant from the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ) to speed the development of emissions-reduction technologies for diesel vehicles and equipment. An additional $1.5 million in TCEQ funding may be awarded to UH in order to conduct selected testing, technology screening and R&D studies. These technologies will be designed to help the state’s metropolitan areas cut pollution levels mandated by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).

The TCEQ grant was made possible by a new state law championed by State Senator Kip Averitt and State Representative Dennis Bonnen, among others.

“This grant award affirms the University of Houston’s leadership role in the research, development and testing of new technologies in the important area of nitrogen oxide and particulates reduction for heavy duty diesel vehicles,” said Charles Rooks, co-principal investigator and director of the facility. “Through its partnerships with the City of Houston, the State of Texas, and the private sector, our efforts will contribute to the achievement of the air quality goals of the Greater Houston area and other non-attainment cities across the state. Additionally, it will expand the invaluable research opportunities for Cullen College of Engineering graduate students.”

The Diesel Testing Facility, which will be renamed the Texas Diesel Testing and Research Center, was established in 2002 with a $3.8 million grant from the City of Houston to evaluate technologies that reduce emissions from diesel vehicles owned by the city, such as garbage trucks and road repair vehicles. The facility has particularly focused on technologies that reduce the emissions of nitrogen oxides (NOx) from these vehicles. NOx reacts photochemically with volatile organic hydrocarbons in the atmosphere to form ozone, a respiratory irritant that can cause permanent lung damage and is particularly harmful to young children and the elderly. The laboratory also measures other pollutants like particular soot, hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide.

New technology and test equipment, purchased with the TCEQ grant, will include an engine dynamometer and an array of analytical devices. This system will be used to test emissions-reduction tools on stand-alone engines detached from vehicles. According to Harold, for a technology to be verified by EPA-approved procedures, an engine dynamometer is needed.

The third major investment made possible by the grant will go toward the design and construction of a unique bench-scale system for emissions testing. This system will be used to develop and test new concepts in emissions-reduction technology and reduced-scale prototypes of products based on these concepts. This tool will be used not only by companies funded by TERC, but also by Cullen College graduate students and faculty members conducting fundamental research on NOx and other harmful emissions. It also provides a test-bed to evaluate technologies being developed by UH researchers. For example, Harold collaborates with Professor Vemuri Balakotaiah in a project sponsored by the U.S. Department of Energy that is focused on the so-called “lean NOx trap,” an advanced catalytic converter suitable for diesel and lean-burn gasoline vehicles. Clean engine and emissions-related research supported by the National Science Foundation is also being carried out by Professor Dan Lusin of chemical and biomolecular engineering, and Professors Mart Franchek and Karolos Grigoriadis of mechanical engineering.

The portable unit and bench-scale system should be running by mid-2008, while the engine dynamometer should be installed and operational in March 2009, he added.

Most large vehicle and engine companies have these kinds of facilities in-house,” Harold said. “This grant provides facilities for third-parties to accelerate the development of technology that is critical for the region and the state. It also is an excellent test-bed for faculty experts to conduct basic and applied research in the areas of new fuels, fuel additives, engine diagnostics and control and catalytic exhaust aftertreatment devices.”

The Greater Houston and Dallas-Fort Worth areas have been designated ozone non-attainment areas by the EPA,” said Mike Harold (1985 PhD CHE), professor and chair of chemical and biomolecular engineering and co-principal investigator for the project. “These areas must reduce ozone levels or face cuts in the amount of federal highway funding they receive. To do this requires significant reductions in NOx emissions from stationary and mobile on-road and off-road sources. Emissions from the mobile sources are especially challenging to reduce given the diversity and number of these sources. This project, therefore, is critical to the state.”

For the City of Houston, the facility and its researchers primarily test retrofit solutions that could be added to existing vehicles to reduce NOx emissions. According to Harold, the center has identified some promising solutions for the city, as well as test findings that indicate certain technologies offered no benefit and would therefore be unwise investments of taxpayers’ money.

This new grant will make such testing available to municipalities throughout the state. In addition, it will enable smaller companies that have received research funds from the Texas Environmental Research Consortium (TERC), an organization affiliated with TCEQ, to test their own emissions-reduction technologies.

“By investing in our facility, the state is enabling companies to test their ideas in a state-of-the-art laboratory that emulates the kind of venue they would need to pass through to get their technologies verified by the EPA,” said Harold. With the state funding, the facility will upgrade existing equipment and purchase new equipment that will enable it to offer a wider variety of tests. Most of the funding for the facility will be used to install a heavy-duty engine dynamometer and an array of analytical devices. This system will be used to test emissions-reduction tools on stand-alone engines detached from vehicles. According to Harold, for a technology to be verified by EPA-approved procedures, an engine dynamometer is needed.

He said that the laboratory will likely become an EPA-recognized lab to provide such verification testing.

Another major piece of equipment that will be purchased for the facility is a portable emissions testing system, which can be attached to vehicles or off-road equipment during their normal operation. That data can be merged with information garnered through a global positioning system, for example, to provide a real-world picture of NOx emissions and their connection to vehicle usage.

The Diesel Vehicle Research and Testing Facility at the University of Houston Cullen College of Engineering has won an $8.8 million state grant from the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ) to speed the development of emissions-reduction technologies for diesel vehicles and equipment. An additional $1.5 million in TCEQ funding may be awarded to UH in order to conduct selected testing, technology screening and R&D studies. These technologies will be designed to help the state’s metropolitan areas cut pollution levels mandated by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).
College Programs Meet Evolving Workforce Demands

The UH Cullen College of Engineering is implementing several educational programs and initiatives designed to keep pace with the changing demands on the region’s and nation’s engineering workforce.

Online Courses for Aerospace Program

The college is a co-recipient of a $1.4 million grant to offer cutting-edge educational resources to current and aspiring aerospace engineers. Foremost among these is a series of online courses to be offered to professionals in the aerospace workforce.

According to Karolos Grigoriadis, director of the aerospace engineering graduate program at UH and principal investigator for UH’s portion of the grant, these courses will provide individuals in the aerospace workforce with a convenient way to pursue advanced degrees and to keep their knowledge of the field current.

“Through NASA will retire the Shuttle program in a few years, there is a new vision for space exploration beyond 2010 that involves going back to the moon and a space mission to Mars,” he said. “There is a need to retrain the existing aerospace workforce to produce individuals with advanced degrees and to educate young engineers who will pursue careers in the aerospace industry.”

Interdisciplinary Curricula

Another recent educational development at the Cullen College is the creation of an interdisciplinary curriculum available to mechanical engineering graduate students who are conducting engine and/or controller research. The interdisciplinary curriculum includes a strong chemical engineering component, giving these students a knowledge base in areas that directly impact their own fields of expertise according to Grigoriadis, who has been involved in the creation of this curriculum. These fields intersect with the chemical engineering disciplines of catalysis and reaction engineering, which play a key role in emissions reduction, engine efficiency and other areas.

“This approach has been praised and promoted by automotive companies, who have been very supportive of this combined effort, not only in terms of research, but in terms of education,” he said. “They want to see our students exposed to the chemical side of things so they can communicate with chemical engineers who are working on the chemistry of engine exhaust.”

Master’s Degree in Business Engineering

For professional engineers interested in moving beyond purely technical positions into leadership roles, the college is launching a new Master of Business Engineering program.

The program, whose tagline is “Managing Innovation,” is designed to equip working engineers with business and management-related skills. With classes taught by industry leaders, the program will cover topics such as project management and the process of shepherding a technical innovation from conception to implementation. For more information, visit www.mbe.uh.edu.

EAA Makes an EWeek “World of Difference” to Students

As part of National Engineers Week, the UH Engineering Alumni Association (EAA) celebrated how engineers “make a world of difference” at their annual EWeek reception and program on Feb. 19 by presenting cash awards to engineering students and student organizations, as well as acknowledging generous corporate supporters.

“We are so fortunate to have the support of local engineering companies and organizations,” said Cynthia Oliver-Coleman (1971 BSChE), chair of EAA’s EWeek event. “Their support continues to provide numerous cash awards to engineering students to help pay for the rising cost of education. Each year, more and more students benefit from their generous support.”

Forty-three students and two student organizations were awarded nearly $29,000 during the event, which attracted some 220 engineering alumni, faculty, staff, students and sponsors. Among the many sponsors were the UH Petroleum Engineering Advisory Board, FMC Technologies, BP Alternative Energy, ExxonMobil Women Engineer UH Alumni, Shell Oil Company, BHC/Fluor Corporation, Malcolm Pirnie, Inc., UH Engineering Alumni Association, Baker Hughes, Bayar Technology Services, INTEC Engineering, Kulti Engineering, Inc., Marathon Oil Company, Reliant Energy, Society of Women Engineers-Houston, TCB, Inc. and Traffic Engineers, Inc.

Interdisciplinary Curricula

Another recent educational development at the Cullen College is the creation of an interdisciplinary curriculum available to mechanical engineering graduate students who are conducting engine and/or controller research. The interdisciplinary curriculum includes a strong chemical engineering component, giving these students a knowledge base in areas that directly impact their own fields of expertise according to Grigoriadis, who has been involved in the creation of this curriculum. These fields intersect with the chemical engineering disciplines of catalysis and reaction engineering, which play a key role in emissions reduction, engine efficiency and other areas.

“This approach has been praised and promoted by automotive companies, who have been very supportive of this combined effort, not only in terms of research, but in terms of education,” he said. “They want to see our students exposed to the chemical side of things so they can communicate with chemical engineers who are working on the chemistry of engine exhaust.”
Just fifty years ago, while in a heated competition with the Soviet Union following the country’s launch of Sputnik in 1957, the United States began a major push in science and technology research. The entire movement, known as the Space Race, had a profound impact on graduate programs nationwide, including many at the University of Houston. After educating doctoral candidates for a half century, the UH Cullen College of Engineering will grant its 1,000th doctoral degree this year.

While an impressive milestone, that number is dwarfed by the approximately 1.5 million bachelor’s degrees that will be conferred in the U.S. during the 2007–2008 academic year alone, according to the National Center for Education Statistics. Less than three percent of students enrolled this year will be working toward a doctoral degree, making the path to the Ph.D., unquestionably, the road less traveled. The time, commitment, and energy required to earn the degree—as well as the opportunities one must forego during the process—prevent many smart, hard working people from ever giving it serious consideration.

The demand for professional engineers is so high that lucrative job offers are being extended to undergraduate engineering students—often $70,000 a year or more—long before graduation.

So what would compel someone to pursue a doctorate in engineering? What’s the benefit of spending an extra half-decade of one’s life earning a degree that demands so much of those who pursue it?

The exact motivations behind pursuing a Ph.D. vary from person to person, of course. A common refrain among those who have earned a doctorate from the Cullen College of Engineering is that the process equipped them with important skills outside of the technical realm, such as the ability to communicate, persuade, think creatively, and work independently, as well as part of a team.

These skills have served Cullen College of Engineering alumni well. Some of the individuals who have earned a doctorate from the college play a role in space exploration. Others have gone on to successful careers as entrepreneurs, politicians, industry leaders and, of course, academicians, scientists and researchers. What follows is just a sampling of these alumni, demonstrating conclusively that while the path to the Ph.D. is a long one, both the destination and points beyond make the journey’s time and effort well spent.

Features by Toby Weber and Lindsay Lewis
For many profiled in this feature, a Ph.D. was a necessary ingredient in their success. The degree—and the knowledge and skills they accrued while earning it—gave them opportunities they otherwise might not have had.

Bonnie Dunbar (1983 PhD BioE), a retired astronaut with five space shuttle missions to her name and current president and CEO of the Seattle Museum of Flight, is a prime example of this.

When Dunbar was selected as a NASA astronaut, it was the fulfillment of a lifelong goal. As a child growing up in rural Washington, she had dreamed of traveling to space.

She made many of her educational choices with that goal in mind, earning her B.S. and M.S. in ceramic engineering from the University of Washington. After accepting a job as a member of mission control in Houston, she enrolled in the Cullen College’s biomechanical engineering program in 1978, where she continued to focus on ceramics—specifically, on human bones.

“There are a lot of ceramics around us that we’re not aware of. The silicon in computer chips, the bones in our body, some calcium carbonate in our inner ear... I was very interested in the strength of bones, particularly as osteoporosis might be caused by space flight as a result of being weightless for long periods of time,” she said. Dunbar’s doctoral dissertation, therefore, involved evaluating the effects of simulated space flight on bone strength and fracture toughness.

This field of engineering expertise made Dunbar a natural fit for many of the experiments astronauts conduct and issues they face. The fact that she was pursuing her doctorate played an important role in her selection as an astronaut.

“I think it was very significant at the time,” she said. “I was coming in as a mission specialist [in the astronaut class of 1980]. All the mission specialists that had been selected in the 1978 class had Ph.D.s. I hadn’t finished it, but I made the commitment to them that I would finish my dissertation.”

Dunbar did of course complete her dissertation, earning her Ph.D. from UH in 1983. Two years later, she went on the first of five shuttle flights she would participate in over the next 15 years.

On some of those missions, Dunbar helped carry out experiments and, in fact, served as the subject of experiments involving the impact of weightlessness on bones. “With my biomechanical background, I had a fairly good understanding of why the research was being done,” she said.

In 2005, Dunbar left the space agency to take up her current post as leader of the Seattle Museum of Flight. The museum is one of the largest and most highly regarded air and space museums in the country, if not the world.

The opportunity to lead the museum came at the right time for her. Dunbar said, “I had put in 27 years at NASA and was drawn to the museum’s quality and to the thought of returning to her native Washington.

As the Museum of Flight’s leader, Dunbar oversees all aspects of the institution’s operations, a job she compares to running a small business. This task includes managing a staff of more than 180 individuals and a volunteer base of more than 1,000.

In addition to her management duties, Dunbar spends a significant portion of her time conducting outreach for the museum—some for fundraising and some for more basic community relations.

Since Dunbar took over leadership of the museum, it has achieved notable successes. Foremost among these was the museum’s designation as an affiliate of the Smithsonian Institute in 2007. The recognition allows the Museum of Flight to access the more than 136 million objects housed by the Smithsonian, as well as incorporate these objects into its own exhibits.

What most drew Dunbar to the Museum of Flight, though, is its commitment to education. The mission of the museum, she said, “is to be the foremost educational air and space museum in the world.” The museum has extensive educational programs designed for students from kindergarten through college. Developing and promoting these programs, Dunbar stated, offers her an opportunity to contribute in a meaningful way to the society that allowed her to succeed as she has.

“IT was the value system of my parents and teachers, along with my education and my ability to learn, that allowed me to achieve everything I have achieved,” she said. “This is a wonderful opportunity for me to educate the general public about the history of air and space and to do the same for our youth, whom I think don’t always value or understand the role of taking risks, of entrepreneurship or the role that math and science play in their lives.”
Towards the end of his Ph.D. studies, and after completing a research project, Zhang, now a research engineer with the company’s diesel diagnostics and controls group, moved to Ford Motor Company three years ago. He completed his doctoral studies in mechanical engineering at the University of Houston Cullen College of Engineering, with a focus on dynamic systems and controls. His early research involved controllers for aerospace applications, but his interests later shifted to internal combustion engines.

Zhang, now a research engineer with the company’s diesel diagnostics and controls group, was hired partly because he embodies two trends in engineering education—the move toward interdisciplinary approaches to engineering challenges and the establishment of strong partnerships with industry to develop new technologies and educate new engineers.

Just three short years ago, Zhang completed his doctoral studies in mechanical engineering at the University of Houston Cullen College of Engineering, with a focus on dynamic systems and controls. His early research involved controllers for aerospace applications, but his interests later shifted to internal combustion engines.

While these are commonly researched fields among mechanical engineers, Zhang, along with his advisor, Kardos Grigoriadis, professor of mechanical engineering, constructed a curriculum that gave him a solid understanding of the issues he was tackling not just from a mechanical engineering perspective, but from the perspectives of electrical and chemical engineering. Both disciplines are applied in the design of sensors, actuators and catalysts used in controllers and in the systems with which they work.

“Every control device involves electrical engineering. The catalyst is a chemical device, so the dynamics are chemical. If you don’t understand how the device operates, you can’t control it,” he said.

The combination of courses and readings that Zhang assembled for himself proved so successful that the college is now offering a formal curriculum for mechanical engineering graduate studies that includes a strong chemical engineering component.

This holistic approach to control systems was complimented by Zhang’s research project with Ford, as well as with an internship with Cummins Diesel. By working with these companies, Zhang said, he gained a better understanding of how to devise solutions that worked not only in the theoretical realm, but also in the practical world of business, with its demands for reproducibility and cost-effectiveness. He puts these skills to use daily with Ford, where he is one of the individuals charged with creating controllers that significantly reduce the emissions of the company’s heavy-duty trucks, without sacrificing performance.

“My internship and research project definitely changed the way I thought of the problems I was addressing, and even the way I wrote my dissertation. It gave me a more practical view,” he said.
As a child, Patrick Fink (2002 PhD EE) dreamed of working for NASA. The technology that put people on this moon and into orbit, he said, fascinated him. As he pursued his education and later his career, that love for science still drove him, to the point that it was the primary motivation in his pursuit of his doctorate in electrical engineering from UH.

“I really wanted to learn more about electromagnetics. I wanted to know as much as the people on the leading edge,” he said.

Now, Fink puts that knowledge to use, while at the same time fulfilling his childhood dream, as deputy chief for NASA’s Electromagnetic Systems Branch within the Avionic Systems Division. Fink and his colleagues are charged with a variety of tasks surrounding electromagnetics and communications. Their typical projects include developing and evaluating new technologies, such as fabric-based antennas and passive, wireless sensors; evaluating wireless technologies such as RFID for application in a lunar habitat; creating antenna arrays for use on the International Space Station; and numerically modeling the electromagnetic fields around space vehicles in order to find, for instance, electromagnetic dead zones—areas outside the vehicles where astronauts on-spacewalks would not be able to communicate with those inside.

This work has his team involved in some of NASA’s highest profile projects, including electromagnetic modeling for the Orion Crew Exploration Vehicle, the planned successor to the Space Shuttle Program. Such efforts are rewarding, Fink said, because they have a clear and significant impact.

“When I first started at NASA, I expected to see clean rooms everywhere with dozens of scientists overseeing every project,” recalled Fink. “But what continues to amaze me over the years is the amount of difference a small group of people can make. There’s so much unknown in so many of the areas that we work in.”

Since much of the group’s work is directed toward specific goals, Fink conducts only a limited amount of basic research at NASA. He makes up for this outside of the office, however, through an act that demonstrates his zeal for his chosen field.

“Some of the more basic computational research that our group does, we do in our spare time at home,” he said. “It’s sort of a hobby, and we can apply it to our work here.”

As Wang sees it, the distinguishing qualities of American graduate education are also its strengths. At that time in China, graduate-level engineering studies were very narrow in scope, focused primarily on technical skills, and almost all learning took place in the classroom.

Technical skills, of course, are imparted at the UH Cullen College of Engineering and other U.S. institutions. In the U.S., however, graduate students learn many of the “soft skills” necessary to succeed, such as the abilities to work within a group and to communicate effectively. Just as importantly, Wang learned how to solve problems that one encounters at the highest levels of her discipline while pursuing her Ph.D.

These skills have served her well throughout her career. In her previous position with BP, Wang worked on multiple projects involving several different aspects of both the upstream and downstream areas of petroleum engineering. In her current position with XGAS, which she took only a few months ago, she oversees the engineering aspects of the company’s efforts to use compressed natural gas to bring to market stranded natural gas—gas that has been discovered but remains unused due to economic or physical reasons.

Wang’s work has earned the respect of her fellow engineers. She was named an Asian American Engineer of the Year by the Chinese Institute of Engineers for 2007 and was a participant in the Society of Women Engineers’ 2007 online Global Marathon, which was designed to encourage young women to enter engineering fields.

Wang said, “I feel fulfilled.” Wang said, “I’m a Chinese-American woman engineer and I like to prove that I can deliver just as much if not more than others.”

As Wang sees it, the distinguishing qualities of American graduate education are also its strengths. At that time in China, graduate-level engineering studies were very narrow in scope, focused primarily on technical skills, and almost all learning took place in the classroom.
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As Wang sees it, the distinguishing qualities of American graduate education are also its strengths. At that time in China, graduate-level engineering studies were very narrow in scope, focused primarily on technical skills, and almost all learning took place in the classroom.
Daniel Wong
CEO, Tolunay-Wong Engineers
Councilman, City of Sugar Land

The obvious benefit of pursuing and earning a graduate degree in engineering is that it expands one’s knowledge of the subject itself. For many, a less obvious—but just as potent—benefit is how earning a graduate degree forces them to expand as individuals, building a repertoire of skills that serve them well in any number of areas.

Daniel Wong (1983 BSCE, 1985 MSCE, 1988 PhD CE) is just such an individual. As CEO of Tolunay-Wong Engineers and a member of the Sugar Land City Council, Wong credits much of his success in both business and politics to the actual process of earning his graduate degrees.

Wong was born on the former Portuguese island of Macao and came to the U.S. in 1980 to study civil engineering at the University of Houston. Though his English was limited, he excelled in his coursework. Upon earning his B.S., he immediately began pursuing his graduate degrees, focusing on soil and geotechnical engineering research under late UH Professor Mike O’Neill.

Wong’s research for his master’s degree involved the construction and operation of a device used to study methods of pile driving—forcing a column into soil or sand—for construction purposes. This research required that he work with fellow graduate students, outside vendors and other parties to build and operate machinery. In doing so, he was forced to improve his verbal and written skills, as well as to learn the finer points of teamwork and personal persuasion—skills that have served him well in business and in the public sector.

"If I was trained just with a traditional engineering curriculum—staying in the office, doing computer modeling—I wouldn’t really be able to work effectively with the outside world. Graduate school opened me up to the outside realm," Wong said.

Indeed, in 1993, just a few years after earning his doctorate, Wong co-founded Tolunay-Wong Engineers, Inc. The firm, which now employs approximately 165 people, specializes in providing foundation recommendations for projects large and small. The company’s notable projects include Houston’s Sam Houston Tollway and the upcoming $6 billion expansion of the Motiva refinery in Port Arthur, Texas.

In 2002, at the encouragement of friends and colleagues, Wong ran for and won a seat on the Sugar Land City Council. He is also a member of the Texas Board of Professional Engineers, and is a board member of the Houston-Galveston Area Council, where he partners with political and community leaders from across the region to solve common problems.

Wong, who in graduate school learned how to communicate, work with a team and persuade, now finds himself an advocate for cooperation and coordinated efforts on a much larger scale.

"I’m an engineer, so my focus is on mobility, drainage and flood control. These things don’t recognize borders. I like the approach of working with different groups to solve these problems. Somehow, there are common interests that bring everyone to the table." ☀

Ven Pinjala
Senior Principal Business Consultant, AspenTech

Some technologies are so complex that it literally takes a person with a Ph.D. to sell them. That is the role Senior Principal Business Consultant Ven Pinjala (1981 MSChE, 1985 PhD ChE) fills for AspenTech, a firm that specializes in developing software for companies in the chemical industry.

AspenTech’s programs, for example, are used to design and remodel chemical plants at the lowest possible capital expense. Such efforts, by their very nature, require an in-depth understanding of reaction engineering, the field Pinjala focused on in his Ph.D. studies under Cullen Professor of Engineering Dan Luis.

"If you look at any customer-facing organization, you have sales people. They are very good at selling… but they don’t necessarily have an in-depth understanding of the product from a technical point of view, so they don’t know how it can be applied to the needs of a specific customer," Pinjala said.

"That’s where I come in. I work with the customers to learn exactly what they want to accomplish and put together the information that is going to make it easy for the sales people to sell and for the customer to accept our software.”

Not surprisingly, Pinjala didn’t start his post-Ph.D. career in this sales role. Instead, he went to work as a researcher in industry, where he expanded his technical expertise and gained a deeper understanding of the challenges facing companies in the chemical sector, he said.

These knowledge bases, he added, serve him well in his current sales and marketing-related position, where he’s asked to address not only technical issues, but business and corporate challenges facing the companies that AspenTech does business with. Of course, the level of technical expertise he achieved while studying at the Cullen College plays a huge role in these efforts, as does another skill he picked up while earning his degree: the ability to approach challenges and solve problems independent of outside guidance. Doctoral students, said Pinjala, are given very broad problems that are theirs to solve, with relatively little guidance or explanation. That is the same type of situation he deals with in his day-to-day efforts with AspenTech, he said.

"If customers are trying to do something, I’m trying to make sure what they purchase from us ultimately contributes to meeting that need," he said. "How do I make that match? I have to recognize what is needed to make it happen and then do it. There’s a goal out there and I want to make sure that it gets met.” ☀
Larry Snider launched a career at the Cullen College that took him and his wife Gerri around the world. Now in retirement, they’re motivated by faith and by gratitude to give back.
Working...

Larry Snider grew up in Oklahoma during the great depression, the son of a half-Cherokee father who, when it was available, worked as a pipe fitter. It was his father who instilled in Larry the work ethic that enabled him to hold a full-time job and still earn his B.S. in process engineering (a hybrid of chemical engineering and industrial engineering) from the Cullen College.

Larry weighed multiple job offers upon his graduation, ultimately settling on a position with Sheffield Steel that paid $405 per month—$5 more than the other offers he received. At Sheffield, he was tasked with finding the cause of malfunctions in the company’s large blast furnace. In order to do so, he rode in a small car normally used to transport coal, ore and other ingredients to the furnace.

His stay with Sheffield was short, though. After three years, Larry took a job in Fontana, Calif., helping import an oxygen furnace for Kaiser Steel. Larry was needed in California immediately, leaving Gerri to manage a cross-country move with a young daughter. “I had to sell the house by myself—I had never done that before—and I had to hire the movers and handle that end, which I had never done either. I had to fly on an airplane to California, and I had never flown or left Texas before. It was quite an education,” she said.

After his stint with Kaiser Steel, Larry took a job with consulting firm Arthur Young. That position, in turn, quickly gave way to the Sniders’ biggest move: a post in Iran, helping the state-run oil company and the world’s largest refining company increase production and build a marine loading terminal.

Their time in Iran was difficult, the Sniders say. “The language and cultural barriers left them somewhat isolated, and the extreme heat during the summers made a normal day almost impossible. After about two years they returned to the states for a new post for Larry at Booz Allen.

A few years, a few projects and a few moves later, Larry reached a career milestone, becoming, at the time, the youngest vice president in the history of Booz Allen (now Booz Allen Hamilton) at age 33 and opening the firm’s Dallas office.

While operating that office, Larry put his hybrid chemical engineering/industrial engineering degree to use in a consulting project for City Services Oil Company. As was common practice at the time, development geology, which focuses on drilling wells to expand production in new reservoirs, was placed under the company’s exploration geology budget. The consulting team saw that development geology was often neglected, however, because all funds had been spent on exploration geology, which is dedicated to finding new deposits.

“The consulting team came up with the idea to put development under the production budget. By doing that, development geology got high priority for funds, since production people were interested in retrieving more petroleum,” he stated. The plan was put into place by City Services and was hugely successful, and now practically all petroleum companies put development geology under their production operations.

In addition to fresh thinking, long hours and the hard work he put in, along the way Larry took a few unorthodox steps to get ahead. In one case, an individual working with Larry on a consulting project criticized the apparent lack of industry veterans in an office he was managing.

“I was told ‘I don’t see any gray hair in your office. No matter how good a recommendation you come up with, no one will buy it because it’s coming from a bunch of whippersnappers.’ So I hired a few of the older guys from Booz Allen. I also tried to dye my hair gray. It didn’t work, but I tried!” said Larry.

And Giving...

The level of dedication and hard work the Sniders have exhibited has now put them in position to give generously to a number of organizations and causes. They are motivated to do so in large part by their strong Christian faith. “We feel that if God has blessed you with financial resources, you’re obligated to share with people who aren’t as blessed,” said Gerri. “The way we see it, our resources are ‘on loan’ from God, and He expects us to share them with others.”

Their first round of giving, therefore, goes to their home church, where they tithe, followed by donations to other churches led by ministers they know, and charities and organizations that serve others, especially UH.

The Sniders’ donations to the university are largely shaped by Larry’s life experiences. As a Native American, for instance, Larry says he felt he was at a disadvantage compared to many of his contemporaries. He and Gerri are now doing their part to help other Native Americans overcome the challenges they face by establishing an endowed scholarship for such students at the Cullen College. Similarly, they have established a scholarship for female students, with the hope of having more young women choose engineering as a profession.

The Sniders have also donated to general college funds, and have established charitable trusts and endowments that name the college as beneficiary. These gifts, Larry said, are intended to assist students and to help the university get the recognition it deserves.

“As a UH graduate, I guess I have a chip on my shoulder. The university provides an excellent education to dedicated, hard-working students. Still today it’s not getting its due as being a university with many research achievements, excellent faculty and quality graduates,” he said. “Every UH alum and student should work very hard to ensure the university gets the evaluation and ranking that it deserves.”
The list below reflects private support made to the UH Cullen College of Engineering during the period of September 1, 2006 through August 31, 2007. The contributions are reported to us by the donors and would appreciate notification of recognitions. To make a gift to the college, visit us at 713-743-4210 or visit us at vcm.edu.
Civil and Environmental Engineering

Professor Hanadi Rifai uses everything from population databases to storm patterns to determine what ends up in bodies of water, how it gets there... and how much needs to be removed. "

By Toby Weber
“Testing the Waters”

Most great cities owe their prominence, at least in part, to a body of water. Some have rivers running through them that make them a stop for trade and, with enough bridges, a good place to cross. Others, like Houston, have a port on a major body of water that brings cargo and commerce to their shores.

One of the challenges for such cities—Houston included—is ensuring the health of those water bodies by limiting the amount of pollutants to which they are exposed.

Professor Hanadi Rifai contributes to these efforts in Houston and beyond by creating sophisticated models of watersheds that help determine how much pollution a body of water is taking in and where that pollution is coming from. The pollution levels Rifai finds are then compared to what a body of water can take. The goal of the program is to make the body of water fishable and swimmable.

Building these models, Rifai said, is a hugely complex task. Typically, she and her research team start by combining multiple databases that quantify a watershed’s land use and land coverage, industrial and agricultural activity and potential pollutants that may arise from those activities, population distribution and density, soil types and topography.

Each of these, she said, are fed into a computer to form a single watershed model. Data collected out in the field, such as information gathered through water and sediment tests, soil tests (since what is on the ground usually gets washed into a watershed, and air quality tests (since what is in the air can precipitate into bodies of water and onto the ground), is also used to validate and refine the team’s computer models.

The challenges of gathering information, quantifying it and making it part of a large model differ from area to area, Rifai said. Modeling a watershed in an urban area such as Houston requires tracking more industrial pollutants and understanding how having large areas covered by concrete impacts a watershed. Models of rural areas must account for agricultural pollutants such as pesticides, as well as the impact of any livestock that live in the watershed.

These models and the real-world tests supporting them are then used to determine how much pollution a body of water is exposed to in light of the total amount of pollution that is considered acceptable. This sets the stage for the EPA and other interested parties to solve any pollution problems a body of water might have.

“When we come up with these system-wide models, they’re used for decision making,” Rifai said. “The EPA will sit down with officials and stake holders in these water bodies and figure out who is responsible for reducing pollutants.”

Determining exactly what actions should be taken to reduce pollutants is a separate field of science from Rifai’s watershed modeling, and the strategies and plans change depending on the problems. If sediment is an issue, for example, retaining ponds that allow sediment to settle before it reaches a major body of water can be constructed. If a body of water has too much industrial waste, the businesses responsible for that waste can be mandated to reduce their pollution levels.

“Among engineering students, the interest in looking at our watershed, I’m working on water quality, others are working on flooding,” she said.

In addition to providing a forum for collaboration, Rifai said SSPEED is designed to offer students at the member institutions an interdisciplinary understanding of what a severe storm or disaster entails from the standpoint of preparation and recovery. The information students will be exposed to may include everything from flooding models, storm tracking and path projections, to fields that deal more heavily with the social sciences, such as what motivates individuals to evacuate.

“As an engineering student, you might be motivated to learn about atmospheric science or other phenomena that you wouldn’t encounter in a traditional engineering curriculum,” Rifai said. “I see the influence of the center growing over time as we reach out to other disciplines and cross-pollinate with different programs.”

Preparing for the Storm

Another area of application for this research lies in the newly formed SSPEED Center, of which Rifai is co-director. The center—whose acronym stands for Severe Storm Prediction, Education, Evacuation and Mitigation from Disasters—is made up of researchers from multiple universities in Texas and Louisiana, including UH, Rice University, Texas A&M University, Texas Southern University, Louisiana State University and others.

Each of these universities, said Rifai, houses expertise in an area directly related to severe storms, disaster preparedness and evacuations. UH researchers, for instance, possess expertise in water quality and sensing; at Rice, in flooding; at TSU, in transportation and traffic flow.

By combining all this talent under the SSPEED umbrella, individual researchers can work together to conduct research projects that take comprehensive approaches to severe storms and flooding (such as connecting localized flooding and rainfall models with the National Hurricane Center’s hurricane projections), evacuations and other issues.

“From the SSPEED perspective, my interest is in looking at our watershed,” she said. “I’m working on water quality, others are working on flooding. We should be in contact because those things are obviously connected,” she said.
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Jesse Gonzalez began his career with SpawGlass as a laborer and has risen to chairman of the $400 million-a-year company

By Shar-day Campbell

Jesse Gonzalez (1969 BSCE), chairman of SpawGlass Employee Holding Company and 2003 Distinguished Alumnus of the UH Cullen College of Engineering, is a living testament to the fundamental principle that hard work goes a long way.

Coming from humble beginnings, Gonzalez began his career with SpawGlass—a general contractor—by his father’s side in high school. His father worked for SpawGlass as a laborer and foreman for 33 years.

Married as a sophomore in college, Gonzalez supported his family while studying at the Cullen College by continuing to work for SpawGlass. When asked why he chose the University of Houston, he cited the same reasons many students do today.

“The university offered the work-life balance I needed,” he said. “I wouldn’t have been able to pay for school and support a family if it hadn’t been for the flexibility of Saturday labs and night courses.”

After graduating, Gonzalez was hired full time by one of the company’s co-founders, Louis Spaw. He then went on to hold several leadership positions, ranging from vice president of operations to spearheading the company’s entry into the non-union market with Cahaba Construction. He later became the president of SpawGlass.

“Second to my parents, Louis is the most influential person in my life,” said Gonzalez. “What I am and who I am is because of him.”

It was this connection with Louis Spaw, who became his mentor, and his history with SpawGlass that interested Gonzalez in purchasing the firm. Along with nine other employees (affectionately known as the “SpawGlass 10”), Gonzalez bought controlling interest of the company in 1991 from a French firm that had acquired the company from Louis Spaw and Frank Glass in the 1980s. In 1993, they acquired 100 percent ownership.

Since the purchase, SpawGlass has thrived, grossing $80 million in 1991 to almost $400 million in 2007. Some of the company’s notable projects include the renovation of the Texas State Capitol Building, Philip Guthrie Hoffman Hall at UH, the Butterfly Museum and the University of Houston-Downtown Commerce Street Building. The company has offices in Houston, San Antonio, Austin and South Texas.

A pioneer in the industry, SpawGlass built a company office building in Houston that is certified by the U.S. Green Building Council’s Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED). The building is the first in Houston to receive this certification and the fifth in Texas.

As a first-generation college graduate, Gonzalez credits a great deal of his success to his education. A man of reciprocity, he is a firm believer that one should give back to those who support him. That is why he capitalizes on every opportunity to give back to the university and the college.

“We all have something we can contribute,” he said. “Alumni are the heartbeat of the university and the reason it continues to prosper.”
Charles Beyer (1972 BSCE, 1977 MSCE), founder and president of Beyer Construction, has paved enough roads to go from here to Seattle and back. Beyer’s own road to success is deeply rooted in his collegiate experience. Paying his way through school by working at a local construction company, he chose the University of Houston Cullen College of Engineering for its reputability, accessibility and practicality.

“Having seen what the UH alumni I worked with did, I realized it was the perfect fit,” he said. Shortly after receiving his degree and entering the workforce, Beyer realized that success in a competitive market required becoming immersed in all aspects of business. For that reason, he took fundamental business courses as electives while pursuing his master’s degree in civil engineering from the Cullen College. These courses, he said, have allowed him to interact effectively with business, finance and accounting professionals in their own language.

This educational background provided him with the tools he needed to lead. At the age of 29, he was named president of his mentor’s construction company and six years later, he founded Beyer Construction. After 25 years in business, Beyer Construction has completed over 1,000 projects, currently employs 250 people and does an estimated $50 million a year in roadwork.

“I wanted a networking luncheon for UH civil engineering graduates that was a pillar for people in the city,” said Beyer. “Anything that I can do to help the university, I will. It was instrumental in opening doors for me and it can do the same for others, as well.”

Many alumni use the event to establish professional relationships, some of which have resulted in on-the-spot job offers. The luncheon has grown from 30 or 40 participants in its first year to nearly 200 last year. Beyer is passionate about facilitating the alumni-to-student connection and offers students advice whenever he can.

“Every business is about relationships,” advised Beyer. “Networking allows you to find the common thread that all alumni share.”

Charles Beyer paves the way for current and future engineering students

By Shar-day Campbell

Charles Beyer (1972 BSCE, 1977 MSCE) President, Beyer Construction
UH Distinguished Engineering Alumnus (2001)
Robert E. McDonald (1981 MSCE), associate professor of marketing at Texas Tech University, received the 2007 Chancellor’s Council Distinguished Teaching Award, the highest award given by the university for teaching. He was also awarded the United Supermarkets Professorship in Marketing.

Bruce Garner (1984 MSPE) was named vice president of exploration and development and a board member for Southern Star Energy.

Harry Ward (1984 BCSE) was named Civil Division Director at Carlson Software. He is also director of the training division at Carlson College, a training facility for Carlson Holdings Business.

Sohail Parekh (1987 BSEE) joined Infilabs Corporation as vice president of engineering and will oversee its leading core network service appliance.

John Winter (1988 PhD ChE) has been appointed vice president of engineering for Engrisun. He previously served as chief gasification engineer for General Electric.

Ka Ming Ng (1980 PhD ChE), chair and professor of chemical engineering at Hong Kong University of Science and Technology, recently collaborated with the founder of MiniPharm Corporation, Robert Ko, to develop a new extraction process for schisandra B, an ingredient of the schisandra berry which is used in traditional Chinese medications.

Mark L. Loethen (1981 BCSE) was appointed city engineer for the City of Houston Department of Public Works and Engineering.
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"Not another boys' coming-of-age story," a friend says when I recommend Homer Hickam's book, *Rocket Boys*. But *Rocket Boys* does something remarkable with that genre. Homer Hickam was fourteen in Coaltown, West Virginia, when the Russians launched Sputnik. The steel companies were losing interest in Coaltown's deep mining operation. The imminent death of the mine was obvious to everyone but Homer's father, one of its senior managers. Young Homer senses the decay of his world on a visceral level. He sees very clearly that he wants to go to work for Werner von Braun, and to build rockets.

Football is king in Coalville—no sympathy for foreign rocketry. Homer looks for a book on rocket-making. Of course, there are none. He eventually recruits three friends, and they set out to invent their own rocket. Now let's play for a moment with that problem—a real rocket that'll travel miles straight up!

We need a chemical propellant and a binding agent for the fuel. We need to shape the fuel within the rocket. We need metals to withstand the temperature of burning fuel. The shape of the necessary supersonic nozzle is not only mathematically complex; it's also a completely unexpected form. A true guidance system would be far too complex. Without one, we need accurate tail fins and a launch system to aim it properly. We need means for measuring the height of the flight.

All these things the four boys accomplished against a backdrop of economic and domestic chaos—and in a world that couldn't comprehend their work. They eventually hurled a rocket six miles into the sky and won a national science fair prize as well.

On the surface, the story leads us through the problem-solving process. As it unfolds, we're hardly aware that we're learning thermodynamics, fluid mechanics, chemistry, dynamics, and metallurgy. That's because each of those issues mirrors into one or another of the crushing problems that go with hacking a living out of a dying company town. It is a remarkable piece of multilevel story-telling.

Homer Hickam went on to become an engineer. He never met von Braun, but in the 1980s he joined NASA. He did meet the Russian engineers who launched Sputnik. And, in 1997, an astronaut carried one of his old rocket nozzles on the shuttle Columbia. Only ghosts of his childhood lingers in the remnants of Coaltown. But they're benign ghosts. They are that array of surmountable trials we must all undergo if our lives are to find any form or contentment.
Water samples from a local source are subjected to an IDEXX Colilert test to identify whether or not coliform and E. coli are present in the water. This particular sample shows a large array of E. coli in the sample, as indicated by the number of fluorescent cells illuminated under a black light. Learn more about this research conducted by UH Environmental Engineering Professor Hanadi Rifai on page 24.
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